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“Well done to everyone who got involved with our 
activities last week.

This week's activities will include some of our favourites 
from DONline learning this term.

Remember the symbols to the right will help you to 
identify the activities. 

We really enjoy seeing all your work so keep sending it in 
to us!”

If you’re looking for an extra challenge look 
out for this symbol

Stay active – these activities will encourage 
you to keep active and healthy

Keep learning – these activities will cover 
topics such as numeracy, literacy and problem 
solving

Be creative – these activities will encourage 
you to use you imagination through creative 
learning

Welcome to DONline Learning
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Easter corner bookmarks

Equipment needed: 
Square piece of coloured paper
Pens
Decorations

Fold the paper diagonally

& unfold
Fold into a triangle (coloured side on 

the outside). Grab hold of the top of 

the triangle (one sheet only) and fold 

it toward the bottom of the triangle

Fold the left and right corner towards 

the bottom centre of the triangle. 

Crease and unfold. Repeat with the 

right corner

Again grab the corner, this time 

folding it towards the top of the 

triangle. Crease well. Do the 

same with the other side.

Now tuck both tops inside the 

pocket. You now have your 

corner bookmark.

Decorate your bookmark with 
ears, nose, teeth and eyes.Once you have the corner bookmark

made you can come up with your
own designs.
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Equipment needed:
Paper / card
Pens

Activity:
- Using the template shown as a guide, create your own bingo 

cards for each player using items you find in your house or 
outside

- Make sure each card has different items on them so that no two 
cards are the same

- Challenge players to find the items on their card
- When they find an item cross it off your bingo card
- Cross them all off first… YOU WIN!

Why not give your bingo game a theme? 
Some examples could be sport, food, animals

Home Bingo

fork

clock

ball pencil banana

bag

sweetjumper

tap
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Half time snack – Donny the Sheep Cupcakes

Before starting make sure you…
- Wash your hands
- Ask an adult for help when using the oven

Ingredients for cake:
100g butter (softened) 
100g caster sugar 
100g self raising flour
2 eggs

Method:
Preheat the oven to 180 degrees 
1. For the cake, cream butter and sugar until light and fluffy
2. Beat in the eggs one at a time, adding a little flour with each
3. Gently fold in the remaining flour
4. Place mixture evenly into 12 paper cupcake cases
5. Bake at 180 degrees for 15-20 minutes, until golden brown
6. When cooled make the buttercream by beating the icing sugar & butter together
7. Put a thin layer of butter icing on each cupcake, keep a small amount back for 

decorating later
8. Using the chocolate buttons create the face by placing one at the front and using 

two smaller pieces as the ears
9. Use a small dot of the buttercream to make the eyes (Optional – use edible eyes)
10. Add mini marshmallows to the remaining buttercream to create Donny’s coat
11. Chill for 15 minutes then enjoy!

To decorate:
100g mini marshmallows
Packet of chocolate 
buttons
Edible eyes (optional)

To make buttercream:
100g icing sugar
50g butter
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Half time snack – Smoothies

Donny’s GoalsWhy not try making a smoothie for you and your family. 

- Put any fruits or vegetables into a blender
- Blend for 45-60 seconds
- Pour into a glass
- Enjoy and be creative with your idea

The Johnny Hayes:
2 carrots

2 oranges (peeled)
100ml milk 

2 tablespoons of oats

The Red Shed:
2 Apples

6-8 strawberries
4 tablespoons of yoghurt

2 tablespoons of oats
100ml milk

Here are some idea to get you started;
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Training schedule

Activities: 
The players at Aberdeen need a schedule so they 
know when they need to train, eat and rest. 

1. Using the clock faces can you draw on the 
hands of the clock to help them with todays 
training schedule?

2. Can you work out how much time is between 
each activity?

3. Can you create your own schedule for your 
school work for one day?

Remember the short hand shows the hours and 
the long hand shows the minutes.

Each number on the clock face represents 5 
minutes

Wake up at 7:30 Team breakfast at 8:35 Training starts at 9:20

Lunch at 12:30 Press conference at 1:15

Home to rest 4:00

Shower after training at 11:45

Team meeting at 2:25 Photo shoot at 3:10
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Head chef

Activity: Using the coins work out how many of each coin you need in order to pay for the players meals?

Francesca Ogilvie

Dean Campbell Jessica Broadrick

£2.33

£1.95 £3.48

Jonny Hayes

£4.72

If you need some help practising counting money why not…
- Ask an adult if you can use some spare coins
- Use our templates and design your own coins using paper or card

If you didn’t have the exact change and only had a £5 note what change would you get from each amount? 
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Junior Match Reporter

Activities: 

The programme editor has asked for your help to 
write a latest match report

1. Using the template, start by writing the home 
and away teams, including their shirt numbers. 

We have got you started with the first one

2. Include the final score, goal scorers and times 
they scored in the match

For examples of AFC match reports visit
https://www.afc.co.uk/matches/match-reports-previews/

Home _________________ Away _________________ V

Score 

https://www.afc.co.uk/matches/match-reports-previews/
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Reach the goal

Activity: 

You are trying to reach the goal!

Write out on a piece of paper the numbers as shown 
to the right.

Start at the bottom of the grid and draw a route to 
goal using multiples of 4

Multiples of 3 include: 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 
36, 40

If you enjoyed that game, why not create your own 
grid and try it with your family/friends

4 37 10 26 12 23

33 9 38 18 28 11

40 29 17 36 20 31

7 14 34 4 27 15

21 32 8 24 6 44

35 16 22 42 21 30
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=  Sit ups
A B C D E F G

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

H I J K L M N

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

O P Q R S T U

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

V W X Y Z

1 2 3 4 5

=  Lunges

=  Star jumps

=  Squats

De-code the messages

Using the key attached can you complete these 
exercises to de-code each of these AFC words?
(example: DONS = 4 sit ups, 1 star jump, 7 lunges, 5 star jumps)

1. Pittodrie Stadium
2. South Stand
3. Main Stand
4. Cormack Park
5. Merkland Stand
6. Richard Donald Stand

Why not try making your own codes and try 
them with your family?

Send me in your codes to @AFCCT on Twitter 
using #DONlinelearning
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What’s the result?

The fixture list has been released for the rest of the season 
and we need your help to get Aberdeen’s results.

Time how long you can perform the game challenges without 
stopping to record a win, draw or loss.

Complete 1 minute = Win
Complete 45 seconds = Draw
Complete 30 seconds = Loss

Take a 1 minute rest between each fixture

Once completed write down your results and next time 
see if you can beat them

Remember hydration is important during exercise 
so have your water bottle beside you! 

Home team Away Team Game challenge Result

Aberdeen v Celtic Sit ups

Dundee United v Aberdeen Jog on the spot

Hamilton v Aberdeen Squats

Aberdeen v Hibernian High knees

Kilmarnock v Aberdeen Press ups

Aberdeen v Livingston Jump up for header

Aberdeen v Motherwell Star jumps

Rangers v Aberdeen Touch your toes

Aberdeen v Ross County Lunges

St Johnstone v Aberdeen Plank

Aberdeen v St Mirren Sprint on the spot
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Treasure Hunt

You have 2 minutes to find items around your house / garden 
to spell out the word CORMACK PARK

1. Write out the word as shown

2. Find items around your house / garden that spell the word 
CORMACK PARK

Why not try find these positions on the pitch;

ANGUS THE BULL
DONNY THE SHEEP
DONLINE LEARNING

Enter our competition on Twitter @AFCCT by 
recreating an AFC goal, for a chance to win 
an Aberdeen home or away shirt 

C _____________________________

O _____________________________

R _____________________________

M _____________________________

A_____________________________

C _____________________________

K _____________________________

P _____________________________

A _____________________________

R _____________________________

K _____________________________
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We can’t wait to see how 
you got on?

Send me a photo of your completed activities!

Email us at: education@afccommunitytrust.org

You can also post them on social media use the hashtag 
#DONlineLearning

Twitter: @AFCCT

Facebook: Aberdeen FC Community Trust

mailto:education@afccommunitytrust.org

